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Abstract 
 

Mutation and selection are major evolutionary forces that help organisms to adapt to novel 
environments.  Although numerous laboratory experiments with model organisms and observations 
from nature have demonstrated adaptations to new environmental conditions, it is difficult to 
distinguish whether adaptation has occurred due to new beneficial mutation or by selection on 
preexisting genetic variation.  By using a highly inbred homozygous stock we have demonstrated 
adaptation of Drosophila melanogaster to increased tolerance to previous toxic levels of dietary salt 
as a result of new beneficial mutations.  The adaptation occurred quickly (seven generations) 
suggesting that a small number of genes might have been involved and that new mutations can play 
an important role in adaptive evolution.  
 
Introduction 
 
 Mutation and selection are important interactive forces responsible for major evolutionary 
changes in all organisms.  Yet, whether evolution is driven by natural selection acting on new 
mutations or on preexisting genetic variation is an ongoing debate (Nei, 1987; Lande, 1988; 
Gillespie, 1991; Li, 1997; Lynch, 1996; Barton, 1998; Orr and Betancourt, 2000; Kim and Stephan, 
2002; Orr, 2005).  There are numerous examples of rapid adaptations in natural populations, 
including insecticide resistance, adaptive melanism in populations of rock pocket mice, pelvic armor 
loss in fresh water sticklebacks, evolution of speech in humans, metal tolerance in plants, and HIV 
resistance in humans, that may be caused by new advantageous mutations (Wood and Bishop, 1981; 
Macnair, 1993; Stephens et al., 1998; Toma et al., 2002; Daborn et al., 2002; Nachman and Hoekstra, 
2003; Shapiro et al., 2004).  It is difficult, however, to disentangle the effects of new mutations from 
preexisting genetic variation.  A number of studies have shown that adaptations can occur quickly 
due to preexisting genetic variation (Moya et al., 2005; Peichel, 2005; Hartley et al., 2006; Zhan et 
al., 2006).  New beneficial mutations have been studied experimentally in lines of microorganisms, 
including adaptation of clones of Escherichia coli to high and low temperatures (Bennett et al., 1992) 
and yeast to a low phosphate chemostat environment (Francis and Hansche, 1972).  Few experiments, 
however, have been performed with multicellular organisms to measure directly the influence of new 
beneficial mutations on fitness and adaptation (Francis and Hansche, 1972; Batallion, 2000).   
 Drosophila is also a widely used model system to study adaptations to new environmental 
conditions such as new food source, temperature fluctuations, osmotic stress, hypoxia, and starvation 
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(Powell et al., 1982; Dodd, 1989; Lenski et al., 1991; Huey et al., 1991; Frankham et al., 1999; 
Haddad, 2000; Misener et al., 2001; Anderson et al., 2005).  Experiments involving new food sources 
vary from adding salts, such as sodium chloride and copper sulfate, insecticides, and toxins to regular 
food, plus replacing regular food with a new food source such as starch and dextrose (Powell et al., 
1982; Frankham et al., 1999; Wilson, 2001).  Drosophila quickly adapt to such drastic changes 
(Wilson, 2001).  To eliminate the effect of preexisting genetic variation in the founding populations 
in such experiments, it is essential to start with homozygous chromosomes, isogenic stocks or clonal 
lines.  The adaptation in such experiments depends on the rate of emergence of new beneficial 
mutations and their subsequent selection, which in some cases can be rapid (Mackay et al., 1994; 
Fuller et al., 2005).  Determining the number of genes involved in adaptive changes, their dominance 
and selection effect, and the molecular changes involved, could help us to understand the 
mechanisms underlying adaptive evolution and speciation (Nachman, 2005; Dodd, 1989).   

In this study we observed that homozygous populations of D. melanogaster can quickly adapt 
by increased tolerance to previous toxic levels of dietary salt as a result of new beneficial mutations.  
 
Materials and Methods 
 
Drosophila Stocks   
 A highly inbred sepia (se, 3-26.0) stock of D. melanogaster with dark eyes (Lindsley and 
Zimm, 1992) was used to start the experiment.  This inbred stock was generated by single-pair 
matings for 118 generations and was expected to be essentially completely homozygous (Hedrick, 
2005).  The stock was maintained on instant medium (Carolina Biological Supply) supplemented 
with yeast in a large population consisting of 10 bottles, transferring 100 males and 100 females per 
bottle each generation.  
 
Determination of Initial Extinction Concentration of NaCl 

To determine the initial concentration of salt that caused extinction of the inbred sepia stock, 
15 sets of vials per treatment (with five pairs of flies in each vial) were tested at increasing NaCl 
concentrations (1%, 1.5%, 2%. 2.5%, 3%, 3.5%, 4%, 4.5%, 5%, 5.5%, and 6%).  The vials contained 
instant Drosophila medium, except that salt solutions were used instead of water.  Extinction 
concentration was defined as the concentration of NaCl at which no larvae or adult flies survived.  
The initial extinction concentration was tested two times with 15 sets of vials per treatment, and 
consistent results were obtained. 

 
Experimental Setup 

After determining the initial extinction concentration for the inbred sepia stock, four cages 
were started by placing 200 pairs of flies in each cage as shown in Figure 1.  Two experimental cages 
(EI, EII) were provided with instant food containing increasing concentrations of NaCl (1%, 1.5%, 
2%, 2.5%, 3%, 3.5%, 4%, 4.5%, 5%, and 5.5%) each generation (two weeks).  Seven food cups were 
replaced with new salt food every week.  Two cages were maintained as controls (CI, CII) by 
replacing seven food cups, among 15 total cups per population cage, with new regular food every 
week.  All the cages were kept at 25°C in an illuminated incubator (set at 12 hours dark and 12 hours 
light cycles).   

Separate lines were also founded from all cage populations at the end of each generation as 
shown in Figure 1.  For example, at the end of generation one, lines were formed from the two 
experimental cage populations maintained on 1% NaCl food and the two control cage populations 
maintained on regular food.  Flies from these lines and from the original inbred sepia stock were 
raised simultaneously in bottles containing regular food.  These lines were used to verify if the 
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populations in the cages had evolved by performing the terminal salt-tolerance test as described 
below.  
 

                   Experimental Cages                                                                      Control Cages 

 
     Experimental cage           Experimental cage                                            Control cage                   Control cage 
                 EI                                      EII                                                                  CI                                     CII 
               
                  

              Generation 1 - (1% NaCl)                                                             Generation 1 - (Regular food) 

 Lines made from E I and EII (G1)                                                                             Lines made from CI and CII (G1) 

                 Generation 2 - (1.5% NaCl)                                                 Generation 2 - (Regular food) 

 Lines made from EI and EII (G2)                                                                              Lines made from CI and CII (G2)  

     

                   Generation 6 - (3.5% NaCl)                                                 Generation 6 - (Regular food) 

 Lines made from EI   and EII (G6)                                                                            Lines made from CI and CII (G6) 

                   Generation 7 - (4% NaCl)                                                    Generation 7 - (Regular food) 

      EI went EXTINCT 

 Line made from EII (G7)                                                                                           Lines made from CI and CII (G6) 

                   Generation 8 - (4.5% NaCl)                                                 Generation 8 - (Regular food)     

    

 

                   Generation 10 - (5.5% NaCl)                                               Generation 10 - (Regular food) 

 Line made from EII (G10)                                                                                        Lines made from CI and CII (G10)            

                     Generation 11 - (6% NaCl)                                                    Generation 11- (Regular food)     

      

    EII went EXTINCT                                                                                 Both Cages SURVIVED                    
 

 
Figure 1.  Experimental design. Two Experimental Cages, EI and EII (with NaCl), and two Control 
Cages, C I and CII (no NaCl), were started with 200 pairs of flies.  Experimental and control lines 
were set up each generation from the previous generation population cage flies.   indicates that the 
G6 line of EI and the G10 lines of EII, CI and CII were used for performing the terminal salt-
tolerance test. 
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Terminal Salt-tolerance Test  

At the end of the experiment, flies from the lines generated from cages (G6 line of EI, G10 
line of EII, and G10 lines of CI and CII) and from the inbred sepia stock were tested again to verify 
that the populations in experimental cages had evolved higher salt tolerance.  Fifteen sets of five pairs 
of flies for each population type (original stock, and lines from control and experimental cages) were 
reared on regular instant food and instant food with 5.5% NaCl and the number of offspring per vial 
was recorded. 
 
Confirmation of Homozygosity by Microsatellite Analysis 
 To check the homozygosity of the initial inbred sepia stock and to rule out contamination by 
extraneous flies, microsatellite analysis was performed at the beginning and end of the experiment 
using primers for the amplification of microsatellite markers on the second (DROYANETSB, 
DMAC9, DROPAD), third (DROABDB, DRONANOS, DMU1951) and X chromosomes 
(DMWHITE, DROACS2) of D. melanogaster.  Ten individual flies from each stock (original inbred 
se stock, G10 lines of CI and CII control population cage lines, G6 line of EI, and G10 line of EII 
experimental population cage lines) were selected randomly at the beginning and end of the 
experiment and were genotyped for the eight microsatellites.  PCR primer sequences and 
amplification conditions are described in Schug et al. (1998).  The PCR products were run on 
Spreadex 300 gels using the SEA 2000 electrophoretic system (Elchrom Scientific, Switzerland).  
The gels were stained with SBYR Green and viewed using a Storm Phosphoimager (Amersham 
Biosciences, U.S.A.).  The inbred sepia stocks, control lines, and experimental lines were 
homozygous initially and remained homozygous for the microsatellite markers during this study. 
 
Statistical Analyses 

Contingency χ2 tests were performed to determine whether the experimental cage populations 
had evolved increased tolerance to NaCl.  Comparisons were made between the number of flies 
emerging without NaCl and with 5.5% NaCl from the original stock with the G10 lines of CI and CII, 
the G6 line of EI, and the G10 line of EII.  The number of flies emerging without NaCl and with 
5.5% NaCl from the G10 lines of CI and CII were also compared with the G6 line of EI and the G10 
line of EII.  
 
Results 
 

The initial salt concentration that caused extinction of the inbred se stock was consistently 4% 
NaCl.  The flies in the control cages (CI and CII) (regular food without NaCl) survived throughout 
the entire experiment (11 generations).  For the two experimental cages, cage EI flies went extinct at 
4% salt in 7 generations, whereas the cage EII flies survived up to 5.5% NaCl at generation 10.  
 
Terminal Salt-tolerance Test 

As an additional test to confirm that the experimental cage populations evolved increased 
tolerance to NaCl, terminal salt-tolerance tests were performed on the original inbred se stock, the 
control lines (G10 lines of CI and CII) and the experimental lines (G6 line of EI  and G10 line of 
EII).  The results of the terminal tests are shown in Table 1.  At 5.5% NaCl no flies emerged from the 
original inbred stock, the G10 line of control cage CII or the G6 line of experimental cage EI, and 
only one fly emerged from the G10 line of control cage CI.  The G10 line from the experimental cage 
EII yielded adults that were 3.3% of the number of flies in vials without NaCl.  There were highly 
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significant differences between the original inbred sepia stock and experimental cage EII (P < 
0.0001), and between the experimental cage EII and control cages (CI and CII) (P < 0.0001).  There 
were no significant differences between the control cages (CI and CII) and the original inbred sepia 
stock (P = 0.36), experimental cage EI and the original inbred sepia stock (P = 0.1146), or between 
experimental cage EI and control cages (CI and CII) (P = 0.3786). 

 
 

Table 1.  Results of terminal salt-tolerance test of experimental populations compared to the original sepia inbred stock and 
the control population cages. Fifteen vials of five pairs of flies for each population type were tested on regular instant food 
and instant food with 5.5% NaCl. 
 

Population Type 
Number of flies emerging 

(# of vials that produced progeny) 
No NaCl 

Number of flies emerging 
(# of vials that produced progeny) 

5.5% NaCl 
Original Stock (O.S.)a,f,j,l,m  929 (15) 0 (0) 
Experimental Cage I (G6 line of EI)a,b,c,d,e  745 (15) 2 (2) 
Experimental Cage II (G10 line of EII) b,f,g,h,i 909 (15) 31 (9) 
Control Cage I (G10 line of CI) c,e,g,i,j.k,m  788 (15) 1 (1) 
Control Cage II (G10 line of CII)d,e,h,i,k,l,m  702 (15) 0 (0) 

a E1 vs O.S: χ2= 2.49, df=1, P=0.1146;  b EI vs EII: χ2= 19.927, df=1, P<0.0001; 
c EI vs CI: χ2= 0.391, df=1, P=0.5316;  d EI vs CII: χ2= 1.882, df=1, P=0.1701; 
e EI vs (CI&CII); χ2= 1.943, df=2, P=0.3786;  f EII vs O.S.: χ2= 31.154, df=1, P<0.0001; 
g EII vs CI: χ2= 23.746 df=1, P<0.0001;  h EII vs CII: χ2= 23.597, df=1, P<0.0001; 
i EII vs (CI &CII): χ2= 46.373, df=2, p<0.0001;  j CI vs O.S.: χ2= 1.178, df=1, p=0.2777; 
k CI vs CII: χ2= 0.890, df=1, P=0.3454;  l CII vs O.S.: Fisher exact P value>0.9999; 
m O.S. vs (CI & CII): χ2= 2.068, df=2, P=0.3556. For all the contingency χ2 comparisons, similar P values were obtained with 
the Fisher exact tests 
 
 
Discussion 
 

This study demonstrates that new mutations and selection can cause rapid adaptation of D. 
melanogaster to increased tolerance to a previous toxic level of NaCl in seven generations, 
supporting the important role of new beneficial mutations in adaptive evolution.  Recent studies, have 
suggested that a larger fraction of mutations are beneficial than was previously believed (Joseph and 
Hall, 2004; Shaw et al., 2002; Wloch et al., 2001; Zeyl and Devisser, 2001).  This study supports this 
view and suggests that new mutations along with strong selection are capable of causing adaptations 
in a short period of time.  Epistatic interactions among various genes could also be responsible for 
some of these rapid adaptations.  It is known that new mutations can interact with other genes and 
influence many traits (Anholt et al., 2003).  

A number of genes have been shown to be involved in adaptation to osmotic stress in 
Drosophila.  Some of these include transcription factors, members of mitogen-activated protein 
family, heat shock proteins, and various osmolyte transporters (Sano et al., 2005; Inoue et al., 2001; 
Huang et al., 2002).  The morphological and physiological basis of adaptive responses for salt 
tolerance is less clear.  Various mechanisms such as reducing the area of contact by small anal 
papillae, the induction of osmolyte transporters, and loss of taste reception have been proposed to 
adapt Drosophila to the higher concentration of salt, but the genetic basis for the adaptations remains 
to be identified (Velde and Scharloo, 1988; Huang et al., 2002; Ishimoto and Tanimura, 2004).  
Identifying the number of genes involved in salt adaptation could be helpful in addressing some of 
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the aspects of the debate of whether adaptation is a result of many mutations of small effects or few 
mutations of large effects (Fisher, 1930; Orr and Coyne, 1992; Daborn et al., 2002; Nachman, 2005).  
In this study, adaptation due to new mutations occurred quickly, which might suggest that the 
adaptation involved mutations in a few genes.  There are numerous examples of mutations in one or 
few genes that cause major morphological and behavioral changes (Carroll, 2000; Daborn et al., 
2002).   

What is clear from this study is that new mutations are capable of causing rapid adaptations to 
a novel environment.  These results give support to the hypothesis that new beneficial mutations can 
have a major impact on adaptive evolution.   
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Both molecular and morphological analyses have confirmed the paraphyly of the genus 
Drosophila, being defined mainly upon non-derived traits (Ashburner et al., 2005).  However, many 
attempts were made to establish groups of species and radiations of groups and to assign other 
drosophilid genera to them (e.g., Throckmorton, 1975).  Nonetheless, species groups were usually 
arbitrarily defined with no general taxonomical criterion, resulting in some groups including only one 
species as well as others encompassing more than 150 species.  An example is the tumiditarsus 
species group to which a single Oriental species, Drosophila repletoides, belongs.  The phylogenetic 
positioning of this species, and thus of this group, had a very long debatable history.  At times, it was 
considered a member of the virilis-repleta radiation, at others of the immigrans-Hirtodrosophila 
radiation (see list of synonyms below).  A recent molecular phylogenetic study of the virilis-repleta 
radiation (Tatarenkov and Ayala, 2001) using alpha-methyldopa-hypersensitive protein (amd) and 
dopa-decarboxylase (Ddc) genes discarded D. repletoides from the analysis due to its high degree of 
divergence from other species groups.  Unfortunately, the same workers did not include the species in 
a later work using both genes aiming to analyze the phylogenetic relationships among genera of the 
subgenus Drosophila (Tatarenkov et al., 2001).  More recently, the species was used in a molecular 
phylogeny study of the Drosophilidae based on the Amyrel gene (Da Lage et al., 2006).  According to 
their results, D. repletoides was placed within the immigrans-Hirtodrosophila radiation, close to the 
genus Zaprionus, with a Bayesian posterior probability of 96%.  The genus Zaprionus has long been 
considered a member of the D. immigrans group (Throckmorton, 1975).  In order to test the relation 
of Zaprionus to both D. immigrans and D. repletoides, I used the three sequences available on the 
GenBank for the latter species (i.e., amd, Ddc, and Amyrel) in a four-taxon analysis, taking the genus 
Hirtodrosophila (an ancient subgenus of Drosophila) as an outgroup.  As shown in Figure 1, the 
result obtained from the Amyrel gene was further confirmed from the combined analysis: D. 
repletoides is more related to Zaprionus, than is D. immigrans, although very distant to be included 
within it. 


